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In his second article, Joe Colgan, senior project manager, EC Harris, follows up on the problems associated with FIDIC's nomination clause.. Resolving the issues with FIDIC. COMMENT, EC Harris ...
Resolving the issues with FIDIC
Due to reasons like Covid-19 lockdown, labourers going home and shortage of funds, several marquee civic development projects in Delhi have got delayed.
Sorry we are behind schedule: Funds, pandemic delay development projects in Delhi
Much of the effort to make businesses sustainable centers on their supply chains, which were severely disrupted during the Covid-19 pandemic. Yet, according to new research from the MIT Center for ...
COVID-19 didn’t disrupt progress to make supply chains more sustainable
All in all, your efforts may be better placed into hiring a better lawyer to remedy your immigration situation. It may be possible. It would be best to reach out to an attorney who handles legal ...
Is it possible to sue an immigration lawyer for negligence and causing a complete career disruption of an immigrant?
Investors might hope that the spread of the Delta variant will boost NVAX stock, but a recent news release is likely to hinder progress.
Covid-19 Vaccine Dose Delay Spells Even More Trouble for Novavax Stock
Qualys, Inc. , a pioneer and leading provider of disruptive cloud-based IT, security and compliance solutions, will be leading four speaking sessions at Black Hat and DEF CON 2021. At this year's show ...
Qualys To Lead Four Sessions At Black Hat And DEF CON 2021
A dizzying array of new technologies and tools are now available to supply chain managers. Integrating them into existing systems isn’t always as easy as it appears.
How to successfully introduce new capabilities into society and your supply chain
It would be easy enough for the Chinese government to circumvent Afghanistan while building the infrastructure for the commerce routes it envisions as part of the BRI, but the country is wedged ...
China in Afghanistan: Trade and Terrorism
A person has been hit by a train between Cheshire and Stoke-on-Trent. Lines between Macclesfield and Stoke-on-Trent are currently blocked and the incident is believed to have happened at around ...
LIVE: Person hit by train between Macclesfield and Stoke-on-Trent
Here are some of he big talking points and things learned from the Sky Blues final senior pre-season friendly of the summer ...
Coventry City transfer decision pending, loans loom large and great to be back home
There’s been a record-breaking number of deals for mergers and acquisitions in the South West so far this year. <br /> ...
Deals and mergers reach new high in South West
The Colts will lose Carson Wentz for at least a month after he had foot surgery on Monday. Check out the top photos, videos, quotes and notes from the NFL on Monday..
NFL training camp updates: Trevor Lawrence struggles, Bucs watch Olympics, fans attend practices and more
Brings in Renowned CPG Executive Peter Burns as Managing Partner Receives New Funding Steve Hughes and Vincent Love co-founded Sunrise Strategic Partners, now the largest accelerator of healthy, ...
Sunrise Strategic Partners Expands Partnership with Trilantic North America to Accelerate the Next Generation of Disruptive Food and Beverage Brands
The Station is a weekly newsletter dedicated to all things transportation. Sign up here — just click The Station — to receive it every weekend in your inbox. Hello readers: Welcome to The Station, ...
The Station: The script for Elon Musk’s Loop drivers, Redwood snags $700M and a chat with Kodiak Robotics’ co-founder
Centene Corporation (NYSE: CNC) announced today its North Carolina subsidiary, Carolina Complete Health – a provider-led health ...
Centene Affiliate Carolina Complete Health To Partner With Selected Behavioral Health I/DD Tailored Plans
Laya Barley doesn’t know what she will do this fall if a hurricane blows into the Outer Banks. Barley is from Buxton, the kind of small town where she knows the middle names of each of the 54 students ...
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Will climate change and a rising ocean mean the end of the road for NC Highway 12?
LOS GATOS, Calif., Aug. 2, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- (Nasdaq: ARDS), a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery and development of novel anti-infective therapies to treat life-threatening ...
Aridis Pharmaceuticals Announces $25 Million Registered Direct Offering Priced at a Premium to Market
Centene Corporation (NYSE:CNC) announced today its North Carolina subsidiary, WellCare of North Carolina, will help coordinate ...
Centene Affiliate Wellcare Of North Carolina To Partner With Selected Behavioral Health I/DD Tailored Plans
St. Augustine may have seemed a long way from the fighting of World War II, but a St. Augustine Lighthouse and Maritime Museum exhibit shows how close the war was. To disrupt commerce and the allied ...
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